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Searching for dissertations (PHD theses, doctoral theses).

At least two and a half months before the date of the PhD defence Register the title page and the reverse of the
title page in MyPhD. During this period, several things will have to be completed and sent at set dates; this
includes relevant signatures, Utrecht University provides a time schedule that describes who needs to do what
and when. Send copies of the doctoral thesis to the President and the members of the PhD Commission. In ,
exactly 4, PhD students obtained the title of doctor. If you have written your manuscript in a foreign language,
it might be a good idea to pay a professional editor to correct language mistakes. Think about the organization
of the reception, party and dinner. However, only regular PhD candidates were taken into consideration for
compiling the figures relating to the time needed to obtain a doctorate and the success rates. No more than six
months before the intended date of the doctoral thesis defence ceremony The PhD candidate must set a
preliminary date for the PhD ceremony in consultation with the Beadle's Office. After formal approval in
MyPhD by all supervisors, the first supervisor will receive an email with the request to assemble an
Assessment Commission. Costs are also an important factor. The days before you receive the boxes with
hundreds of copies of your dissertation, you can prepare envelopes and addresses for distribution Make sure to
use solid envelopes! Defense timeline Here we present in short the most important actions you need to
undertake during the last months of your PhD trajectory. In other words, it is advisable to allow a third party to
check for small errors. PhD supervisors The supervisor or supervisors are required to take action on five
separate occasions. As of October , 27 professional PhDs are enrolled in the programme. Leufkens offers an
international high quality PhD-programme for professionals with several years of relevant work experience.
Spend some time searching for information on printing, printing costs, cover design, illustrations, and so on.
The Division also has strong ties with many other partners at the national and international level. Note: this
form also includes information on a possible embargo period on publication for the University Library.
Decline For the first time in years, there has been a decline in the number of doctorates obtained at Dutch
universities. What follows below is a step-by-step description of what to do when and where to find additional
information in case necessary. At least two months before the date of the PhD defence Utrecht University
provides a room for the reception after the PhD Defence free of charge. It is advisable to not only ask
researchers in your own field, but ask somebody not related at all to your topic, maybe even outside academia.
In addition, some faculties have budgets for printing dissertations therefore ask your local representative for
existing agreements. After so many years of working on your dissertation, you may have become accustomed
to simple mistakes. Only a small group 14 percent cross the finish line within four years. This registration is
fully digital and can be forwarded for inspection and approval to the PhD Office, the involved supervisor and
second supervisor, the Department Head, the Dean and the Board for the Conferral of Doctoral Degrees with a
press of the button.


